
THORNLIE
58 Jacqueline Drive - PID: 799760

$455,000-$470,000
4 2 1

<b>THE WORKS:   Heated Pool & Mechanics Workshop!</b>

<p>Summer Is Coming!   Enjoy an awesome outdoors lifestyle!   Jacqueline Drive is a brilliant location.  You can see
the Canning River nature reserve with its seemingly endless walking paths, from the front yard.   Whether you want
a safe space for the kids to kick a ball,  ride a bike, or play hide and seek away from traffic You've found a delightful
& peaceful location.</p>
<p>The whole home was renovated several years ago.  And it's a place you will want to come home to!   There are
two separate living areas:  A Lounge and a very large Family Room big enough for a billiards table!   The kitchen
boasts Stainless Steel Appliances,  Gas Cooking, and a Double Drawer Dishwasher.   There is a Corner Spa in the
Ensuite,   Ducted Evaporative Air-Conditioning,  and Both Bathrooms + Laundry are Tilied Floor to  Ceiling.</p>
<p>Now step outside to paradise!   There's what feels like a cozy, but spacious patio/pergola area perfect for parties
or a family barbecue.  And at the back of the house there is a beautiful aggregate concrete Swimming Pool with a
Waterfall over a rockery.   The setting is stunning with its tropical theme gardens.    Did I mention that the pool has
solar heating too?</p>
<p>Two Driveways, one to the Single Garage - with Shoppers Entrance.   The other driveway leads to a Gated Access
to the service yard.  There is plenty of room for parking a boat and caravan.  Behind that, is a generous sized
Workshop with an Automated Tilta Door,  Concrete Floor,  Washing Trough,  Mechanics Gantry,  5 Double Power
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